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Rare Regional Bonnetière In Blond Cherry, Louis XV - Early 19th Century

5 300 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Très bon état

Width : 107 cm

Height : 196 cm

Depth : 55 cm

https://www.proantic.com/en/928666-rare-regional-bonnetiere

-in-blond-cherry-louis-xv-early-19th-century.html
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Nationale 137

HERIC 44810

Description

Bicentenary Bonnetière from the Loire Valley in

blond Cherry, opening with a carved door cut and

molded with a charming asymmetrical pattern

ending in scrolls. At two thirds of the door we

find a crosspiece in the same spirit as the molding

in the upper part. A beautiful original entrance in

cut iron accompanies an original lock and key

also in perfect working order. On the right, the

original iron hinges have 3 fasteners. On each

side of the facade we observe a slightly rounded

foot composed of three grooves ending in a snail

foot. This bonnetière will be noticed by its inlaid

crosspieces. The upper crosspiece is decorated

with a rectangle made up of boxwood heart

elements. In the center, a diamond mixing light

wood and dark wood is surrounded by wind stars.

The lower crosspiece uses the same composition.



The interior of this charming bonnetière is made

up of 4 shelves redone in solid wood on cleats

and large racks. The sides of this cabinet feature

two large vertical wire panels separated by a

smaller horizontal wire panel. The quality of its

essence and the finesse of its decorations make

this bonnetière a remarkable piece of furniture

that will delight you with its shimmering color

and charisma.

********

Period: Early 19th century

Very good condition after restoration. Waxed

finish.

Delivery possible, in France and in Europe, by

our partner specialized in the transport of

furniture.

Dimensions: Height: 196 cm At the Body: Width:

91 cm Depth: 49 cm At the Cornice: Width: 107

cm Depth: 55 cm

Additional photos on request.

Reference 791 T


